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The following theorem is proved: Let n, k be natural numbers, n 2 3, let A be a set and 
J+&...r ~4~ different decompositions of A into af most n classes. Then there exists an 
n-chromatic graph G = (V(G), E(G)) such that A c V(G), G does not contain cycles of length 
~kandGhasjustrcolorings918,,..., CBBr by ncoloumsuch thatdi=@lA,i=l,...,r. 
From this theorem follows immediately existence of uniquely colorable graphs without short 
cycles. Further, characterizations of subgraphs of critical graphs may be given. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we deal with finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple 
edges. 
In 1968, Lov&sz [3] proved the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let Y, k be natural numbers. Then there exists a graph G such that its 
chromatic number x(G) is equal to Y and G does not contain cycles of length e k. 
Extending earlier work of Harary et al. [l], Greenwell and Lo&z [2] and 
NegetFil [5] we prove that this graph can be chosen uniquely colorable. (Indepen- 
dently, the same result was recently obtained by P. Erdiis by non-c4zJnstructive 
means.) In fact a stronger statement can be proven: 
Theorem 1. Let Y, k be natural numbers, Y 2 3. Let A be a finite set, z&, . . . , s&, 
diflerent decompositions of A into at most Y classes. Then there exists an r-chromatic 
graph G = (V(G), E(C)) such that A c V(G), G does not contain cycles of length 
s k and G has just n colorings 931, . . . ,9, by Y CO~OUYS such that &i = 93, JA, i = 
1 n. ,***v 
The proof of Theorem 1 is the content of Section 2. In Section 3, we deal with 
critical graphs. As corollaries of Theorem 1 we can characterize all induced 
subgraphs of colorable critical graphs (Theorems 2,3) (see also [2]) and all 
induced subgraphs of uniquely colorable critical graphs (Theorems 4,5). 
Results of this paper were communicated at the Second Prague Symposium on 
Graph Theory and its Applications, 1974 [4]. 
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1. Prelimindes 
A graph G is a pair (V(G), E(G)), where V(G) is a finite set and E(G) is a set 
of two-element subsets of V(G) (i.e. E(G)= &(V(G))). 
We note that G = (V(G), E(G)) is called an induced subgraph of N= 
(V(H), E(H)) if V(G)c V(H) and E(G) consists of all edges of E(H) having 
both endvertices in V(G). ‘We shall denote this relationship by G = H 1 V(G). 
For IXN we set R =(1,2,. . . , r} and K, = (R, P,(R)); K, is the complete graph 
with r vertices. 
For a graph G = (V(G), E(G)), x, y E V(G) we denote the distance between x 
and y in G by z&x, y) and the degree of x in G by &(x). Let H =(V(H), E(H)) 
be a graph. Denote by Horn (G, H) the set of all homomorphisms from G into H 
i.e. all those mappings f : V(G)+ V(H) for which u(x), f(y)} E E(H) whenever 
(x, 9)~ E(G j. We denote the chromatic number of G by x(G). It is obvious that 
x(G) = min {r 1 Horn (G, K,.) # 8). 
Let G = (V(G), E(G)} be a graph. We will call the decomposition s& = 
(A 1 9 . . . , A,) of the set V(G) an r-coloring of the graph G when the mapping 
f: V(G)+R, f(Ai)c{i) for i = 1,. . . , Y is a homomorphism from G to K,. 
Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph, Y c V(G). ?he decomposition B = 
U%, l - . , B,} of Y is called a relative r-coloring of Y, if there exists an r-coloring 
SJ-@ ={A,, . . . , A,) of G such that Bi = Ai n Y for i = 1, . . . , r. 
A graph is called uniquely r-colorable, if it has exactly one r-coloring. 
We now give two simple constructions which shall be used later. 
Definition. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph. A relation CT c [ V(G)12 is called an 
orientation of G if the following three conditions hold: 
(1) (x9 Yk~=s(Y,a% 
(2) (w+-~b,y)~E(G), 
(3) (xm 1% E(G)“)either (x, y)~a or (y, X)EU 
(e;vactly one arrow is associated to every edge). 
Constrzdon 1. Let G1 = (V(G), E(G,)), G2 = W(G2), E(G,N bc= graphs, TV an 
orientation of G1, a, b distinct elemenls of V(G,), {a, b}$ E(G,). Then we denote 
by G’f(Gzeb) = (V(H), E(H)) the graph defined a; follows: 
V(H) = V(G,) U a x V(G,) -(a, b) 
{ x, y)~ E(H) H either x = (s, x’), y = (s, y’), s E a, 
xl, Y'C VW,) -(a, 61, Ix’, y’k E(G,) 
or x e V(G,), y =(s, Y'>, s =(x, z),(a,y'kE(G2) 
or Y E V(G), x =b,x'h s =(z, y),{x', ~}EE(G~P. 
(This means that we replace every edge of G1 with a copy of the graph G2 
oriented so that the endpoints of the edge are identified with a, b.) 
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Construction 2. Let G1 =(V(G,), E(G,)), G2 =(V(G,), E(GJ) be graphs and 
with A c V(G,), B c V(G,), let p :A*B be a l-l mapping. Let G1 1 A, G2 1 B be 
the empty graphs. We shall note G1 I&G, = (V(H), E(H)) the graph defined by: 
V(H) = V(G,)U(V(G,)-p(A)) 
or x E V(G,) - PiA), Y E WW - p(A), {x, y) E E(G,) 
or =A, Y E WW-P(AMPW, yW%&) 
(this is the well-known amalgam construction for graphs). 
2. Main theorem 
Lemma 1. Let U be a finite set, 1 VI = n. Put C = {1,2, 3}” = (f 1 f : U+{ 1,2,3)). 
Let p be an equivalence on C with just three equivalence classes such that: (f, g) E p 
implies there exists a u E U with f(u) = g(u). Then there exists an a E U such that 
f(a) = g(a) for every f, g, ti gk P. 
Proof. Let p be an equivalence with the property given in Lemma 1. We shall use 
the following notation: if the sets U1, V,, US form the decomposition of U we 
write [U,, U,, US] for the mapping [U,, U2, V,]: U-(1,2,3} with [ W1, U2, UJ 
(Ui)c(i}, i = 1,2,3. Evidently the constant mappings [U, $3, $31, [@, U, $31, [@, 8, U] 
lie in different equivalence classes of p. Let C1 = p[U, @,@I, C2 = p[p), U, 81, 
C3 = p[p), $9, U] be the equivalence classes of p. Let us define the set 9 c exp U by 
V E SW[ &L.f- V, 81~ Cl. Fii&t we prove some statements denoted by I-VI. 
Proof. The mappings f, = [V, U- V, 81, f2 = [U- V. V, $31 lie in different equival- 
ence classes because f,(u) # f2(u) for every u E U. Evidently fi $ C3 and fi 4 Cll,= So 
there are only two possibilities: 
II. Let VE 9. then 
(1) Iv- v-3 K 816 C2; 
(2) l-u- v, 0, VIE c3; 
(3) [v,% U-VlECl; 
(4) [@, v, u- v]c c2; 
(5) [8, U- V, VIE C,. 
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Proof. (1) follows from I. 
(2) The mapping [V, U - V, j8] is an element of C,, [V, U - V, g](u) # 
KJ- V, 9, Wd f or every U E U. Then [U- V, 9, V]$ C1 and consequently 
[U-VJkVlEc~~ 
(3) follows from (2) by I. 
(4), (5) can be proven analogously. 
Ill. Let VE@,A~U-V.T~~~[V,A,U-V-A]EC~. 
Proof. Let f=[V,A, U-V-A] and fECz. Put g=[U-V VJ]. Obviously 
g E C,, g(u) # f(u) for every u E U and therefore f$ C,. Analogously we can prove 
f# CS9 hence f~ C,. 
Iv. Let V1,V2, V3~S, V1CJV2U V,=U. Then V1nVznVS#@ 
proof. To obtain a contradiction we assume that V, , V2, V3 c 9, V1 Q V2 U V, = 
U and V,nVz7V,=@ We define the mapping f=[&-V*, V,-V,, V,-V,] 
and the mappings g, =W,9 U- v,,91, gz=I9, v,, u- &I, g,=W- v, 9, W. 
From 11 we have g1 E C,, g2E C2, g3c C,. Further f(u) # g,(U), i = 1,2,3 holds for 
every u E U.’ Hence f$ Ci, i = 1,2,3 which is a contrkldiction. 
V, Let V,, V&F. Then v,nv2e3F 
proof. Let v,,v2d,v,nv,$% Then if we put v,=u-(v,nv2)M we 
have V,UV2~V3= U and V1 n V2 n V3 = $!l, a contradiction. 
Proof. Let V,E@, V2~V,, V29!9. Then U-V2~S, v,n(L-v2)=fa, a con- 
fp-qriin+b.- 
_ A. 
Proof fdf Lenuna 1. 9 is a finite ultrafilter, hence it has one-point intersection. 
Let ~~,~V=(a}.Letf~C,f(a)=l.Thenf~‘(l)~~(byVI)andfromIIIf~C, 
follows. 
Analogously we can prove f(Lz) = 2=+fE C,, f(a) = 3+fE C,. This proves 
Lemma 1. 
Remark. For an infinite set U Lemma 1 is not true. In the same way we can 
prove that 9 is an ultrafilter, but an infinite ultrafilter can have the empty 
inter:-action. Equivalences with properties as in Lemma 1 are in 1-1 correspon- 
dence with ultrafilters on the set U (see [2]). 
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Lemma 2. Let U be a finite set, IUl=n, EN, ra3. fit C,={1,2 ,..., r}U= 
if 1 f : LJ-, R). Let p be an equivalence on C, with just r equivalence classes with the 
property (f, g) E p implies there xists a u E U, f(u) = g(u). Then there xists an a E U 
such that f(a) = g(a) holds whenever (f, g)E p. 
Proof. We prove Lemma 2 by induction. 
For r = 3 Lemma 2 holds (by Lemma 1). 
Let r 34; given that the statement holds for r - 1 we prove it for r. 
Evidently the constant mappings fi E C, i(v) c {i), i = 1, . . . , r lie in different 
equivalence classes. Let Si = &J. We put CL_, = us Cr, f(U) c (1, . . . , r - 1)). 
Evidently C:_, n S, = $9, so that the equivalence p’ = p 1 C__, on C:_, satisfies the 
conditions given in Lemma 2. By the induction hypothesis there exists an a E U 
such that f E CL 1, f(a) = i implies f E Ci__ 1 n Sim Let f~ C,, f(a) = r. We prove that 
f s E r- 
For a contradiction let fe Sip i# r. We can choose the mapping g E C:_, n Si, 
such that g(u) # f(u) for every u E U (for example g(u) = f(u) + l(mod r - 1) for 
u E U-(a), g(a) = i). This is a contradiction 
Analogously we can prove f E C,, f(a) = i E (1, . . . , r - 1) implies fE Si* This 
proves Lemma 2. 
Remark. For r = 2 the statement fails to hold. For example 
Iv\ =3, fE S,HJf1(1))22, 
f fz s,wlf-‘<2>1~ 2. 
The corresponding equivalence obeys 
ment is not true. 
the conditions of Lemma 2 but its state- 
Lemma 3. Let ra3, n EN. Let us define the graph G, =(V(G,), E(G,)): 
V(G,) = R", x9 YE V(G), x =(x,, l l 9 , x,>, y = (y1, l . . , yn) 
then 
{x,y}~E(G1) H x,3yi foreveryi=l,...,n. 
Then (I) The projection mappings pi : V(G,) + R, pi((x,, . . . , G)) = ac, are 
homomorphisms G, + K, for i = 1, . , . , n. 
(II) Let f : G1 + K, be a homomorphism. Then there exists i E (1, . . . , n) and a 
permutatiorz m : R+ R such that f = mOpi (SO the projection mappings induce the 
only r-colorings of GJ. 
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Proof. (I) is evident. 
(IL) Given a homomorphism f : G, + K,.. Let us define the equivalence p on R” 
by (A:, y ) E peg f(x) = f( y ). Then the statement (II) is a translation of Lemma 2 into 
this context. 
Remark. The statement of Lemma 3 is proved in [2] also in a different way. 
Lemma 4. Let r E N, k EN. Then there exists a graph G2 = (V(G,), E(G& and 
distinct vertices a, b E V(G,) that satisfy: 
(1) x(G2) = r; 
(2) G2 does not contain cycles of length s k ; 
(3) f E Hom (G2, K)%(a) = f(b). 
Proof. There exists a graph G = (V( S), E(G)) such that x(G) = r+ 1 and G does 
not contain cycles of length s k (see [3]). Let G be a graph satisfying these two 
properties and having minimal number of edges. Let a, b E V(G), (a, b} E E(G) be 
an arbitrary edge ii;f G. Then for the graph G2 = (V(G), E(G)-{{a, b))) 
x(G) = r and also f E Horn (G2, K,.) Is$ f(a) = f(b) holds. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 5. Let r EN, k EN. Then there exists a graph G3 =(V(G,), E(G,)) and two 
distinct vertices a, b, E V(G,) that satisfy the conditions (l)-(3) of Lemma 4 and 
further 
(4) v,,(a, b)a k. 
Proof. Let G2 = (V(G,), E(G,)), G; = (V(Gi), E(G& a, b, E V(G,), a’, b’ E V(GG) 
be two graphs with properties (l)-(3) of Lemma 4, and p the mapping p : (b}-, 
{a’}. Denote G = G2 LI ,G& Then G still has properties (l)-(3) and vG (a, b’) = 
2 l v&a, b) holds. By repeating this construction (log, @-times we can require 
condition (4) to hold. 
LG.,LIO~ 6. Let r E N, k E N. Then there exists a graph G4 = (V(G,), E( GJ) and two 
‘distinct vertices a, b E V(G,) such that 
(1) x(GJ = r, 
(2) G4 does not contain cycles of Length s k, 
(3) f E Horn (G,, K)W(a) #f(b), 
(4) u,Ja, b) 2 k. 
Proof. Let G3 = (V(G,), E(G,)), a, b E V(G,) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5. 
Choose c# VW,). Then the graph G, =(V(G,), E(G,)) defined by V(G,) = 
V(G) U (c}, E(GJ = E(GJ U {{b, c}} realizes the existential statement of Lemma 
6. 
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Lemma7. LetrEN,r~3,kEN,nEN,mEN,M=(l,...,m). Thenthereexistsa 
graph G, = (V(G,), E(G,)) and a set C = R” x M, Cc V(G,) such that: 
(1) x(G5) = r, 
(2) G5 does not contain cycles of length s k, 
(3) For every iE(l,..., n} there exists a homomorphism f : G, + K, such that 
f(( r19 . . . , r,, m’)) = ri for every (rl, . . . , r,,, m’) E R” X M, 
(4) Let fc Horn (G5, K,). Then there exists an i E (1, . . . , n} and a permutation 
w : R + R such that 7rof((rl, . . . , r,,, m’)) = ri for every (rl, . . . , r,,, m’)E R” x M (i.e. 
the projection mappings induce the only relative r-colorings of C in G), 
(5) x, y~R”xM,~#y~&,(~, yPk* 
Pmofo Let G = WG), E(W), G3 = W(G), E(G)), and G4 = (V(G), E(G,)) 
be graphs with the properties of Lemma 3, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, respectively. 
We shah preserve the notation used in the cited lemmas. 
Choose a an arbitrary orientation of the graph G1. Denote G1 = Gy(Gzqb). 
Denote G = (V(G), E(G)) the graph defined by V(G) = R” x M = C, if x, y E 
V(G), x # y, x = (rl, . . . , r,,, m,), y = (ri, . . . , r;, m,), then (x, y}~ E(G)eri = ri for 
l=l,...,n. 
For a’ arbitrary orientation of G denote further G2 = G”‘( GT”). 
Let p be the mapping p: V(G,)*V(G) defined by p((rI, . . . , r,,))= 
(rl, . . . , r,,, 1). Then the graph G, = G1 II,.&, satisfies the properties of Lemma 7. 
This follows easily from the construction and from the properties of the graphs 
G,, G3, Gq. 
Lemma 8. Let rEN,kEN,nEN,sEN,mEN with m>r*(2r)k. Let M= 
(1, l . . , m}, S =(l, . . . ,s}, R ={l,. . . , r}. Then there exists a graph G, = 
(V(G,), E(G,)) where V(G,) = S x R” x M such that: 
(1) If x, Y E WGA x =h rl,. l . 9 r,,, ml), y =b, 4,. . . , d, m2) and {x, Y)E 
E(G& then IS, - s2( = 1 and 0 # ri - ri = rj - rj(mod r) for every i, i E (1, . . . , n}. 
(2) If x E V(G,), x =(s,, rl, . . _ , r,,, m,), s1 2 2,1 s i < r - 1, then there exists ex- 
actly one element y E V(G,) such that y = (sl - 1, rl + i, . . . , r, + i, m(i)) and 
(x, y)E E(G,). (here the addition is taken mod r). 
(3) dG,(x) s 2r for every x E V( Gd). 
(4) G6 does not contain cycles of length s k. 
Proof. We order the set V(G,) lexicographly: if x, y E V(G,), x =: 
( sl, r19 . . . y r,, m,), y =b, 4, . . . , r;, m,), then x < y if either s1 < s2 
or s1 = s2 and there exists i E (1, . . . , n} such that 9 = ri for every j < i and ri < rI 
or s1 =s2 and r,=rifor i=l,..., n and m,<m,. 
Denote V, ={y E V(G,), y Cx) for x E V(G,). We shall construct the graph G6 
indk actively: For x = (2,1, . . . , 1,1) let G, 1 Ux be the empty graph. Let x E 
V(G,J, x = (sl, rl, . . . , r,, ml). Given a graph GX = ( UX, E(G,)) satisfying condi- 
tions (l)-(4) (where we write G,, U,, E(G,) instead of G6, V(G,), E(G,)) we want 
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to construct a graph with properties (l)-(4) on the set U, U (x}. For this it is 
enough to find a point y(i), 
y(i) =(s, - 1, rl + i, r2+ i, . . . , r, + i, m(i)), 
(the addition is mod r) for each i = 1, . . . , r- 1, such that the properties (3), (4) 
would hold after addition of edges {x, y(i)}, i = 1, . . . , r - 1 to the set E(G,). Let 
Ml , . . . , r - 1). Suppose we have found points y(i), 1 s i < j such that the graph 
GL = (U’ U(x), E(Gi)) where 
EW=E(G,)U{{x, y(i)}, Ni<j) 
satisfies conditions (3), (4). We choose the point yu) as follows: Condition (4) will 
hold after addition of the edge ix, y 0’)) iff u&(x, y(j)) 2 k. But 
Hence y(j) may be chosen from the remaining m - (2r)k points. We prove that 
there exists at least one y(i) from these m - (2~)~ points with degree d&y(j)) C 
2r. Suppose the contrary. Then 
s= c &jxi(s,-l, rl+j,. . . , p;l +i, m’)) 2 2r(m - (2r)k). 
P?? ‘EM 
On the other hand it follows from conditions (1) and (2) that S < 2m(r - 1). As 
m > iv(2r)k we have 
2m(r- 1) = Zriz- 2m C 2mr - 2r(2r)k = 2r(m - (2r)k). 
This gives a contradiction. Hence we can find the point y(j) E V, such that 
condit JOY (l)-(4) will hold after adding the edge (x, y(i)}. This proves Lemma 8. 
Lemma 9. The graph G, = (V( G6, E(G,)) constructed in Lemma 8 has these 
properi ies: 
(1) x(W s r, 
(II) Let 1 s i s n. Let f : G,+K, be a homomorphism satisfying 
f((l, r,, . . . y r,, WI’))= ri for every rl, . .,Q ,..., r,,ER,mkM. Then 
f(K rl, . . . , Q, m’)) = ri for every S’ E S, rl, . . . , ri, ,I . . , r,, E R, ITI’ E M. 
, proof. (1) The projection mappings pi : S x R” )rc M-+ R, pi((s’, rl, . . . , r,,, d)) = ri 
are holnomorphisms for every i = 1, . . . , n. (We even have x(G6) = 2 because & 
does n It contain odd cycles-we shall not use this property.) 
(II) i et iE{l y***, n],f:G,+Kr be a homomorphism satisfying 
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f((l Y r1, l l l ) rn, WI’)) = ri for every r1, r2, . ..J.ER,rn'EM Let x= 
( Sl, r1, . . . , r,,, m,) be the least element of V(G,) (in the ordering defined in 
Lemma 8) such that f(x) # ri. Put u = f(x) - ri(mod r). Obviously s1 2 2, hence 
there exists an element y E V(G,), y = (sl - 1, rI + Q, . . . , r,, + a, m,) such that 
{x, y} E E(GJ. By the assumption f(y) = ri + a = f(x), which is a contradiction. 
Theoreml. LetrEN,r~3,kEN,nEN.LetAbeafiniteset,se,,...,s&,difJerent 
decompositions of A each with r classes. Then there exists a graph G = 
(V(G), E(G)), V(G) 3 A such that: 
(1) x(G) = r, 
(2) G does not contain cycles of length s k, 
(3) If x, y E A, x # y, then %&, Y) a k 
(4) G has just n r-colorings %I1,. . . , 93, such that uppropriute2y numbered satisfy 
di=@lA,i=l,..., n. 
Proof. Let a set A and its decompositions & . . . , Se, each with r classes be 
given. Let ~i={Se,,l,...,,(;ai,,},i=l,..., n. For xEA,iE{l,..., n) denote 
R(X) = i if X E Ai,j. Let G,=(V(G,),E(G,)) and G6=(V(G6),E(G6)) be graphs 
with the properties of Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, respectively. We shall use the 
notation of Lemmas 7,8 (in particular, r, k, n, m are the same numbers in both 
lemmas). Choose s 2 k l r l IV(G& m a]A] l (219~. Let p be the mapping 
p : CT+ V(G,) defined by p((rl, . . . , r,, m’)) = (1, rl, . . . , r,,, m’). Set G’ = 
Gs I&G, = (V(G’), E(G’)). The set V(G,) U C has in the graph G’ just n relative 
r-colorings 93:, . . . ,93:: 
B: ={BI,19 l l l 9 BI,)9 BI,j =((Sl, rl, l - l 9 r,, ml), ri =_i) 
for i=l,..., n,j=l,..., r. 
(this follows from the properties of G5, Gd). 
For every relative r-coloring 93 I, i = 1, . . . , n let us fix an extension %?i of 9: 
which is an r-coloring of G’. Certainly there exists such a extension, but it need 
not be unique. Let 
%={Bi,19-**9Bi,,)9 Bi,j3B:,j for i=l,. . .,n,j=l,. . .,r. 
Set D=[V(G,)-C]x(l,...,r-1). Let 
D=(dl,. . . , d,), d,=(x,,i,) for t=l,..., q. 
Denote G = (V(G’), E(G)) the graph containing just all edges of G’ and all edges 
of the form 
{~t,(k*t,b,(~)+i,,...,b,(~)+i,,l)), t=l,...,q 
(the addition is (mod r)). 
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The graph G has just n r-colorings a,, . . . ,a,,. Choose a l-l mapping 
j:A+C such that x~A=$j(x)=(a,(x),...,a,,(x),m(x)) and x,y~A,x#y+ 
v<;,(f(x), f(y)) 2 k. If we identify the points x E A with their images j(x) E C, 
the graph G satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 yields two corollaries: 
Corollary 1. Let r E N, r > 3, k EN. Let H = (V(H), E(H)) be a graph not con- 
taining cycles of Jength ok with its chromatic number or. Let d,, . . . , dn be some 
r-colorings of H. Then there exists a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) containing H as an 
induced subgraph such that: 
(1) x(G)=r, 
(2) G does not contain cycles of length s k, 
(3) G has just n r-colorings B,, . . . , 98, and 43,I V(H) = di, i = 1,. . . , n holds. 
Corollary 2. Let r E N, k EN. Let H = (V(H), E(H),\ be a graph with chromatic 
number x(H) s r and without cycles of Eength s k. ‘Then there exists a uniquely 
r-colorable graph G = (V(G), E(G)) without cycles of length s k that contains H 
as an induced subgraph. 
pyoof. For r Z= 3 this follows from Corollary 1. Let r = 2,. A graph is 2-colorable iff 
it does not contain odd cycles. A graph is uniquely 2-colorable iff it is 2-colorable 
and connected, so that the proof is trivial. 
Remark. Corollary i can also be written in a simpler form: Let r E N, r 2 3. Let 
H = (V(H), E(H)) be an arbitrary graph with x(H) c r. Let &,, . . . , d,, be some 
r-colorings of H. Then there exists an r-colorable graph G = (V(G), E(G)) 
containing H as an induced subgraph which has just n r-colorings al, . . . , ii@,, 
such that %i 1 V(H) = SB,, i = 1, . . . , n. 
The proof of this statement is much easier. Instead of the graph G’ in the proof 
af Tf-y-;jl 1 we can take only the graph G, from Lemma 1 and procede 
similarly. 
Using Theorem 1 we cm characterize the suhgrapha of the critical graphs: 
Not&m, If (i = (V(O), E(Q)) is EL graph, (x, y) E E!(O), we write 
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Theorem 2. Let t E N, r 24, k EN. A graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is an induced 
subgraph of an r-critical graph without cycles of length s k ifl G does not contain 
cycles of length 6 k and there exists a homomorphism fXsY : GxeY --) K,._, with 
f(x) = f(y) for every edge k yk J3Gh 
Proof. (I) Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be an induced subgraph of the r-critical graph 
H = (V(H), E(H)). Then necessarily there exists a homomorphism f: H,., + K,_, 
satisfying f(x) = f(y) for every edge {x, y}~ E(G). Hence fX 1 V(G) : Gx,Y + K,_, is 
the desirable homomorphism. 
(II) Let G = (V(G), E(G)) have the properties from Theorem 2. For every edge 
(x, y} E E(G) fix JI!&~ an (r - 1).coloring of GX,Y such that X, y belong to the same 
class of decomposition J&,. According to Theorem 1 there exists a graph 
H = (V(H), E(H)), V(H) =) V(G) without short cycles having just (E(G)1 (r-l)- 
colorings 9x,y, (x, y)~ E(G) extending J&,. Then the graph H’ = 
(V(N), E(H) U E(G)) has obviously chromatic number r, G is an induced sub- 
graph of H’ and H’ does not contain cycles of length s k (see Theorem 1). Let 
fi = (V(H), E(R)) be some r-critical subgraph of H’. It is enough to prove 
E(G) c E(fi). Suppose instead that there exists {x, y} E E(G), (x, y} # E(R). Then 
obviously 93X,Y is an (r - 1)-coloring of if, hence x(R) s r - 1, a contradiction. 
Remark. For r = 3 Theorem 
with a point of degree ~3. 
3 does not hold. As an example consider any tree 
Theorem 2 can be stated also in simpler form (proved in [2]): 
Theorem 3. Let r E N, r 24. A graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is an induced subgraph of 
some r-critical graph if there exists Q homomorphism f& : Gx,Y +K,+ satisfying 
fW=f(y) for every edge b, yW3G). 
Proof. See the remark following Theorem 1. 
Analogous statements are true for uniquely colorable graphs: 
Dl?tPniltlsm. A graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is said to be uniquely v=critical iff G is 
uniquely r-colorable and C$, fails to be uniquely racolorable for every edge 
1X, Yk mm 
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fx.y : K.y ---* Kr satisfying f(x) = f(y). The restriction f& 1 V(G) : GXvY + K, is 
the desirable homomorphism. 
(II (A)) Let r = 2. The graph is uniquely 2-colorable iff it is connected without 
odd cycles. A graph is uniquely 2-critical iff it is a tree. A graph is a subgraph of 
some uniquely 2-critical graph iff its components are trees. Hence Theorem 4 
holds for r = 2. 
(II (ES)) Let ra 3, let G = (V(G), E(G)) have the properties of Theorem 4. Fix. 
& some r-coloring of G and J&~ an r-coloring of G for every edge (x, y)~ E(G) 
such that x, y belong to the same class of decomposition of J&~. By Theorem 1 
there exists a graph Zf = (V(H), E(H)), V(H) 3 V(G) with just IE(G)l + 1 r- 
colorings 93, 93X,Y, {x, y} E E(G) extending s&, tiX,Y respectively. Then the graph 
H’=(V(H),E(H)UE(G)) is uniquely r-colorable, because it has only one r- 
coloring 3. Obviously G is an induced subgraph of H’ and H’ does not contain 
short cycles (see Theorem 1). Let fi = (V(H), E(R)) be an arbitrary uniquely 
r-critical subgraph of H’. It is enough to prove E(G) c E(R). Let (x, y)~ 
E(G), {x, y} $ E(R). Then I? has at least two different r-colorings 9% 93X,Y and it is 
not uniquely r-colorable. Hence E(G) c E(R) and G is an induced subgrapi: of 
fi. / 
And analogously to Theorem 3: 
Tkorenm 5. A graph G = (V(G), E(G)} is an induced subgraph of some uniquely 
v-critical graph ifJ x(G) s r and there exists a homomorphism fx,Y :Gx,Y + K, satis- 
fying f(x) = f(y) for eoery e&e k Y) E E(G). 
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